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MDA Muscle Walk of Denver Ready for 2018 Event 

Register today to transform hope into answers for local MDA families 

 

DENVER, CO JUNE 9TH, 2018 — The Muscular Dystrophy Association is bringing strength to life for kids and 

adults in the Denver community with muscular dystrophy, ALS and related muscle-debilitating diseases at the 

2018 MDA Muscle Walk of Denver on June 9th, 2018, 10AM at Great Lawn Park in Lowry. 

 

The 11th annual MDA Muscle Walk is a meaningful way for families, friends, neighbors and local businesses in 

Denver to come together to raise critical awareness and funds for muscle-debilitating diseases that severely 

weaken muscle strength and mobility. This year’s walk includes a 2 mile route designed for participants of all 

ages and abilities, including a wheelchair and equipment-friendly course.  

 

Expected to be in attendance are 500 local supporters in the Denver Metro area including longtime sponsors 

such as IAFF, Numotion, Rare Patient Voice, and PASCO and hundreds of community members in support of 

MDA and their mission.  

 

More than 140 Muscle Walk events are expected to take place throughout the U.S. in 2018. The 2018 Muscle 

Walk of Denver is anticipated to bring in $115,000 to provide support and services to 1,700 local families in 

Colorado. 

 

Every dollar raised through Muscle Walk benefits MDA’s mission to fund groundbreaking research across 

diseases and provide individuals with life-enhancing programs and support services, including state-of-the-art 

multidisciplinary care at Children’s Hospital of Colorado and University of Colorado Hospital both in Aurora, 

CO. Funds raised also make MDA Summer Camp possible for more than 90 area kids where they can 
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experience the best week of the year at no cost to their families at Easter Seals Rocky Mountain Village in 

Empire, CO. 

 

Providing the soundtrack and tunes at this year’s 2018 MDA Muscle Walk, is the Colorado Blizzard’s very own 

Pro Sports DJ / In-House DJ, Colorado-native, and local DJ, Ethan Beaudoin, DJ E 

(https://www.rocktherafters.com/). Now a 22-year-old senior at Regis University in Denver, CO, DJ E has been 

a part of the MDA family since he was 7-years-old when he first attended the MDA summer camps in Empire, 

CO. DJ E was born with a neuromuscular disease that limits his mobility function; therefore, he is wheelchair-

bound. DJ E has almost four years of experience working events such as professional sport events, the 

Paralympics, college sports, music festivals, social events, parties, dances and more.  

 

“I am very blessed and honored to be invited to DJ this event”, DJ E says. “MDA has, and will always, 

hold a special place in my heart; so, I am happy to be giving back to the (disabled) community! My 

ultimate goal is to put on a show, put some smiles on peoples’ faces, entertain people, and create 

lasting memories for everyone in attendance. Hopefully we can have a good turnout, have a good time, 

and raise some money, so that all physically disabled people have the chance to chase and achieve 

their dreams!”  

 

2018 MDA Muscle Walk of Denver - June 9th, 2018, 10AM at Great Lawn Park in Lowry 

To register, visit www.musclewalkmda.org/denver 

Contact: Marissa Briceno at 303.691.3331 or mbriceno@mdausa.org for any questions. 

 

About MDA 

MDA is leading the fight to free individuals — and the families who love them — from the harm of muscular 

dystrophy, ALS and related muscle-debilitating diseases that take away physical strength, independence and 

life. We use our collective strength to help kids and adults live longer and grow stronger by finding research 

breakthroughs across diseases; caring for individuals from day one; and empowering families with services 

and support in hometowns across America. 

 

Learn how you can fund cures, find care and champion the cause at mda.org. 
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